Rk onto a and c(Ta) is the coefficient of the chain c on the orientation of a corresponding to Ta.
If/ has finite Lebesgue area and the range of/ has fe + 1 dimensional Hausdorff measure zero, then there exists a unique current valued measure p over Jt such that for every sequence of quasi-linear mappings /¡ which converge uniformly to / and whose elementary areas converge to the Lebesgue area of /, the measures p¡ converge weakly to p.
No attempt is made to generalise the other theorems of Federer's paper.
2. Preliminaries. Throughout the paper we are concerned with (finite) geometric complexes and their integral chains. The definition adopted for a geometric complex will be that of Pontrjagin [8] , in which the simplexes are closed sets.
We follow Lefschetz [5] in defining subdivisions; i.e., we define K1 to be a subdivision of K if \Kt | = \K\ and for every simplex £ of Kt, there exists a simplex a of K containing Ç.
As in Whitney [9] , a pseudo-manifold of dimension k (where fe = 1) is a geometric complex K with the following two properties:
(i) every simplex of K is a face of at least one fe-simplex; (ii) every (fe-l)-simplex is a face of at most two fc-simplexes. No connectivity properties are assumed. The boundary £$(K) of K is the subcomplex of K formed by the closure of the set of all those (fe -l)-simplexes, each of which is a face of only one fe-simplex.
2.1. Quasi-linear mappings. For the purposes of this paper a quasi-linear mapping of a geometric complex L into a euclidean space R" is a continuous mapping g of | L\ into R" for which there exists a subdivision Li of L with g linear on each simplex of Lv Clearly 2.1.1. If L* is a geometric complex with | L". | çz | L |, then the restriction of g to | L* | is quasi-linear with respect to L*.
2.2. Induced measures. Let K be a geometric complex and c a nonzero integral fe-chain on K (k = 1). Denote by M and N the sub-complexes of K that support c and 8(c) respectively. Let g be a quasi-linear mapping of M into R". We associate with g, in the following way, a measure v(g) on the space C of realvalued continuous functions on ¡ M | whose values are fe-dimensional currents in R". For each iJ/eC and each differential fe-form 4> of il" of class to, [W/MW) = 2 f «T.yiftUxÜAUgoT.WWdx, where the summation is taken over all k-simplexes a of M, each Ta is a linear nonsingular mapping of a subset A" of Rk onto a and c(Ta) is the coefficient of the chain c on the orientation of a given by the mapping T". {The notation in the above formula is that of [3] .} If B is a Borel subset of | M |, then the elementary area of g on B is j 1/2 a(g,B)= I Z {fc-dimensional measure of (P o g) (B n a)}2
where Mt is a subdivision of M such that g is linear on each simplex of Mx and Pk denotes the collection of all those projections from R" to Rk formed by deleting n -fe of the coordinates.
2.3. Lebesgue area. Let K, c, M and N be as in 2.2. Let / be a continuous mapping of | M | into R". For the purposes of this paper, the Lebesgue area of / will be L(/) = inf lim infa(/(r),|M|), r-»co where the infimum is taken over all sequences {/(r)} of quasi-linear mappings of M into R" such that/(r)->/ uniformly as r-> co.
3. Retraction of the boundary. In this section we prove a theorem to the effect that the boundary of a surface with finite Lebesgue area makes only a small contribution t o the area.
We will be dealing with geometric complexes and the following notation is adopted. Yl(K) denotes the barycentric subdivision of a geometric complex K. We denote the closure of a collection Lof simplexes of K by C1(L). Of the several definitions in use for the star St(a) of a simplex a of K we select the one that defines St(ff) to be the collection of all these simplexes with a for a face (a being regarded as a face of itself). Kr will denote the r-dimensional skeleton of K.
3.1. Pseudo-manifolds. We obsesve that a pseudo-manifold K has the following properties : 3.1.1. If dim fe k 1, then either S3(K) = 0 or dim SB(K) = dixnK -1. 3.1.2. U(K) is a pseudo-manifold and SB{Yl(K)} = TL{SB(K)}. 3 .2. Definition. We define an F-complex to be a nonempty pseudo-manifold K of dimension fe ^ 1 and such that: for every pair a\,a\ of distinct fe-simplexes of K, there exists a sequence 
is a vertex of L*-1 with
We will now prove that if t>0, vx, ■ ■ ■, vk axe the vertices of a k-simplex of nr(L), then there exists a simplex a of L*-1 such that (6) 4t ( We can now extend \p to a continuous mapping of | /C | into | K | by putting (7) iKx) = x for all xe\C\(K ~ L)\ and extending \¡/ linearly over each fc-simplex of HYL). It follows immediately from (6) and (7), that \p has the required properties. For each Jeft let V} be the set consisting of all those points x of /_1(Intf) with the property: (B) there exists a subdivision TV(K) of K and a subcomplex M of TT(K) such that M is an F-complex with a (fe -l)-simplex in common with â3{ïl\K)} = \Y{@(K)} and x£|M| s/_1(Intf).
For each r, let Kr be a subdivision of K such that /(r) is linear on each simplex of Kr. A point x belongs to V} if and only if (C) for each r, there exists a subdivision TlVr(Kr) and a subcomplex M of UVr(Kr) such that M is an F-complex with a (fe -l)-simplex in common with SB{IV(Kr)} = TVr{SB(KT)} and xe |M| S/^flntJ).
Put (1)
We will prove that (2) To prove (2), we suppose it is not true. Then there exists an e' > 0 and two subsequences {rs}, {ts} of the positive integers such that This theorem is just 3.9 of [2] without the special case fe = 2. Although Federer's theorem is stated for differentiable fc-manifolds of class co, the proof is valid for fc-dimensional geometric complexes. Proof. Since every uniformly bounded sequence of measures over J( has a convergent subsequence, it will be sufficient to prove that if {g(r)}, {n(r)} are two sequences of quasi-linear mappings of M into R", which converge uniformly to /, whose areas converge to the Lebesgue area of/ and which are such that the corresponding sequences of measures {p(gir))}, {«(h(r))} converge weakly to measures p and p', then p = p'.
Suppose this statement is not true, i.e., there exists a % e ^ such that p(x) 4= p'(x). contradicting (1) .
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